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GLOBAL POLITICS: Understanding Systems of  Social Organization
Natasha Patel and Emily Russell | PhD Political Science

natashap@stanford.edu | eruss@stanford.edu

Course Description: This is a political science course on how world governments work and social group
history. The course will prepare participants to think critically about three levels of social organization, the world
system, countries and individual societies. At the end of the course, students will be able to describe  political
changes across time led by groups, alliances, and shifts within them. Throughout the six weeks, we will dive into
Indian, Moroccan, and Bolivian history to reinforce student learning of the major political science concepts.

Week 1: How is the world organized?
Objective: Learn about how the world is organized and how to think about interactions around the globe.

Lesson Plan:
1. Activity I (45 minutes)

a. Introduce Tasha, Emily, & SPEP. Class members introduce themselves.
b. Co-create learning goals and norms for the class.

2. Activity II. (15 minutes)
a. Look at a world map with political borders..
b. Brainstorm a list of all the things that can move across these borders (climate change, money,

virus, world leaders, people, planes, etc.) Then brainstorm a list of things that can’t move across
borders.

3. Activity III (15 minutes)
a. Mini lecture:  Learn about how the world is mainly seen as divided into countries, or what

political scientists call ‘states.’ Political scientists study the world through four paradigms:
realism, liberalism, institutionalism, and constructivism. Introduce world systems analysis.

4. Activity IV (15 minutes)
a. Look at a series of maps: topography, railroads, night lights, regions, climate.
b. Then look again at the political borders map.

Homework: Read selected chapters from Undoing Border Imperialism by Harsha Walia.

Week 2: How do countries emerge in the world?
Objective: Learn about the diverse forms of government around the world and across time.

Lesson Plan:
1. Icebreaker (15 min)
2. Activity I (20 mins)

a. Brainstorm Activity:  Step 1, What systems of government exist? Step 2, What words describe
these systems? Step 3, What do you know about these systems?

b. Mini-Lecture: How do political scientists classify types of government and de�ne them.
Handout sheet with de�nitions of di�erent types of government, and examples of types of
governments.
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3. Activity II (10-15 min)
a. Learn about each government type by looking at case studies: autocratic government

(Morocco) and democratic government (India).
4. Activity III  (25 min)

a. How did these countries emerge?
i. Mini lecture: how these groups used to be organized before they became the states we

know today; review of Spanish, French, British empires and even before a European
colonial government how the region was organized: Princely States, in India.

ii. Activity: observe maps of India and Morocco over time. Look at how geography is
reorganized under di�erent regimes.

5. Activity IV (15 mins)
a. Undoing Border Imperialism by Harsha Walia reading discussion

Homework:  Read selections from Isabel Wilkerson’s Caste and selections from Ambedkar’s Annihilation of
Caste.

Week 3: How do societies organize themselves?
Objective:  Last week we learned about how countries emerge, now we want to think more about how societies
internally organize themselves.  Learn about social organization in the Indian context, and be able to describe
Wilkerson’s pillars of social hierarchy.

Lesson Plan:
1. Activity I  (15 min)

a. Reading discussion:  What are the 8 pillars in Isabel Wilkerson’s book?
b. Do we agree with her conclusions that these are dominant ways that people’s experiences are

organized in society? Why or why not? Is she missing some pillars?
2. Activity II  (45 mins)

a. Make a collage! Take time to think about what is important to you, using key principles from
Isabel Wilkerson’s book. We will re�ect on the social organizing pillars in Wilkerson’s book,
namely marriage, occupation, family, and religion. Each student will divide their paper into
four categories and look through collage materials selecting what speaks to them across these
four categories.

b. Gallery walk, students silently walk around and observe the collages made by classmates.
Opportunity for students to share back a re�ection from the activity.

3. Activity  III  (30 min)
a. Let’s build on the Indian case study from last week, and use Wilkerson’s scheme of social

organization to describe generally and then in particular how a society is organized. What do
we know about how society is organized in India?

b. Reading discussion: Ambedkar. Caste in India. Here is what it means to be organized socially.
c. Can we make parallels between social hierarchies in India and elsewhere? How do these

hierarchies a�ect our ability to socialize, or the categories of identity we hold?

Homework: Read selections from James Scott’s Hidden Transcripts.
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Week 4: How do societies make change? (Part I.)
Objective: Understand how communities make change, or how history changes to change old borders and form
new ones. Learn how large-scale changes get made by social groups; for example, how do social groups make a
country.

Lesson Plan:
1. Activity I (20 mins)

a. Ice-breaker
b. Game about choice-making.

2. Activity II. (10 mins)
a. Mini-lecture: Learn how political scientists de�ne groups. Learn about the various groups and

their relation to each other in the traditional political science literature.
3. Activity III. (20 mins)

a. Reading discussion from James Scott book.
b. Summarize takeaways on two themes. First, groups pursue di�erent types of changemaking.

Second, sometimes group action is expressed in collective action.
4. Activity IV. (40 mins)

a. Examine the case of Morocco.
i. Split into 3 groups and read news articles and select passages from Adria Lawrence

scholarship on the case of Morocco at three di�erent time periods.
1. Do map activity comparing how maps change over this time. (Map of

colonial Morocco, independent Morocco, still-contested areas in Morocco
(Western Sahara)).

ii. Get back together and make a timeline with these maps, describing the choices each
group made to bring about a change.

Homework: Read “The Community as Social Machine” by Raúl Zibechi for next week.

Week 5: How do societies make change? (Part II.)
Objective: Learn about how social groups organize for small-scale or local change. The case study involves
community groups in Bolivia who formed alliances to achieve the right to water without privatization.

Lesson Plan:
1. Last week, we talked about classes, groups, and alliances. Today we’re going to look at a case where

multiple groups come together.
2. Warm-up: (15 mins)

a. Using large paper to write, describe the communities you have been part of.
b. What does your ideal community look like?

3. Activity I. (15 mins)
a. Reading discussion of “The Community as Social Machine” by Raúl Zibechi.

4. Activity II. (30 mins)
a. Split into two groups. Read together the two cases of community organizing for water in

Brazil. Come back together to discuss and share to the other group.
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i. Discuss:
1. How do di�erent groups express their interests to institutions, and to each

other?
2. What were the groups who participated? How did they come to work

together?
3. What were their goals? How did they achieve them?

5. Activity III: (15 mins)
a. Watch a clip from También La Lluvia” (“Even the Rain”).

6. Activity IV. (15 mins)
a. Now that we have studied large-scale and small-scale change, re�ect: If you and your

community could act collectively to achieve anything, what would you strive for?
i. Write a pretend newspaper headline that says who your community is, how they

organized (ie, what did they do?), and what they achieved.
(EX: Community of grad students organize and provide daily breakfasts to each other as they
bargained for a union to ensure labor rights.)

Homework: Review the list of themes from the course. Journal about them. These will be turned into a �nal
project and re�ections in the last week of class.

Week 6: How do societies express themselves?
Objective: Learn how the global societies we have studied expressed their political changes through art.

Lesson Plan:
1. Activity I: (20 mins)

a. Gallery-walk through three stations of art, from: 1) India, 2) Bolivia, 3) Morocco.
b. Whole group discussion: What do we notice in common? What seems unique to the histories

of each country that we learned about earlier in this class?
2. Activity II: (30 mins)

a. Re�ection and debrief on major course themes. Feedback session.
3. Activity III: (40 mins)

a. Artmaking session: students make their own paintings, drawings, or poems.
i. Students choose a major theme from the course and design an art piece around it.

b. Student share-out of individual projects to the whole group.
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